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By Danielle Chang

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In Lucky Rice, Danielle Chang, founder of the festival of the same name which brings
night markets, grand feasts, and dumpling-making sessions to America s biggest cities feeds our
obsession for innovative Asian cuisine through 100 recipes inspired by a range of cultures. Here,
comfort foods marry ancient traditions with simple techniques and fresh flavors and include a few
new classics as well: chicken wings marinated in hot Sichuan seasonings; sweet Vietnamese coffee
frozen into pops; and one-hour homemade kimchi that transforms pancakes, tacos, and even
Bloody Marys. With a foreword by Lisa Ling, this lushly photographed cookbook brings the fun and
flavors of modern Asian cooking to your kitchen. A beautiful homage to Asian cuisine, Lucky Rice
celebrates both classic and inspired dishes, many of which prove just how universal a bowl of rice is.
A special thank-you to Danielle Chang for taking us around the world through her fabulous and
inspired recipes. Daniel Boulud Lucky Rice reminds me of my time in Bangkok, Singapore, and Hong
Kong. The spicy, addictive flavors of Danielle Chang s recipes transport me on a culinary journey...
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Reviews
Thorough information for pdf fans. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. I am easily will get a satisfaction of studying a published pdf.
-- Autumn B a hr ing er
A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read again once more later on. I am quickly
could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Ana sta sia K er luke
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